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–––––– Experienced
BFN Industries has the expertise and capability to
handle any industrial painting job. From powder
coating to liquid coatings to welding, no matter how
big or how small, every project is our top priority and
every customer is our most important. 

–––––– Professional
BFN understands your business and we pride
ourselves on our formal quality system and customer
service. Every job is delivered just the way you want it
-- on time and on budget.

–––––– Efficient
In our expanded, full-service facility, no job is too big
or too tough. With one of Denver’s largest baking
ovens, we can handle huge orders and still ensure a
quick turnaround. We also have a metal fabrication
department, silk screening and liquid spray
capabilities. Our conveyor-fed multi-station paint
line can handle multiple jobs, saving valuable time.

BFN customers can chose any of our wide variety of
standard colors and finishes -- veins, wrinkles,
textures or glitter in black, white, red, yellow and
green -- or we can special order an individualized
option to meet your specific needs.

–––––– Competitive
We offer competitive pricing, and for a nominal fee,
pickup and delivery service for your parts and finished
projects. Call us for a free quote and find out how
BFN Industries can make your business better.
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“BFN’s service and quality have been
outstanding since the first day.”

––––– Kiosk Information Systems, Inc.

“BFN is always willing to go the extra
mile to help us out. Quick turnaround is
standard at BFN.”

––––– Eagle Fabrication

“Incredible customer service. Parts are
always done right and on time.”

––––– Vantage Bowling Corp.

“No matter how small or large the
project, BFN can handle it.”

––––– GBC Incorporated

“BFN has provided superior service for
over five years. We wouldn’t think of
going elsewhere for our powder coating.”

–––––– Adventure Sports Products


